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The 's were a decade filled with exuberance, radiating a positive outlook from the United
States triumphant post-war recovery. The emphasis of a '50s hou.The s were the age of the
consumer. The post-war boom brought massive changes in the home; it was out with the old
and in with the new. Open-plan.Sure, the s might be referred to as the "good ol' days," but
have you really thought about what life would be like if these five home design.Post-feminist
revolution, s housewives carry a certain amount of hip kudos. It's certainly true those
stay-at-home wives had to do all the.What is was like in a 50's home. Sometimes I look back
to the 50's and can't believe I have lived in an age where things were so very different. Seeing
movie .I don't know why this older couple — my great-grandparents, in fact — had these
photos taken of their home in the mid-fifties, but I'm glad they did. Take a look.By the early s,
food rationing and utility restrictions imposed on household goods like furniture, textiles,
clothing, and crockery during the.The s family home was also very different from our own.
Housework was much more difficult, as for example people did their washing by hand, instead
of in.At Home in the s study guide by msschroepfer includes 14 questions covering
vocabulary, terms and more. Quizlet flashcards, activities and games help.Learn about the
myths and realities of women's lives during the s. Despite societal norms that encouraged
women to stay in the home and out of the.Now you can own a little piece of the past. This
gorgeous Toronto home is being sold by its year-old owners, who have had this house in.The
life of the average married woman in the s and 60s was very . The s housewife had been
prepared both at school and at home for her role in life;.But by the s, new low-cost housing
sprung up around the country as people moved into new homes, and bought personal cars and
TVs.26 May - 4 min - Uploaded by FilmArchivesNYC s housewives at their best! COLOR:
interior supermarket with big sign announcing "1.s Family Life - Learn what it was really like.
What we did Only % of homes had only a single occupant in , up slightly to % in Today
that.Americans experienced an evolution in everyday life during the s, which was reflected in
the contemporary homes of the period. The United States'.The house had been owned by an
old lady and had fallen into disrepair. In fact, the interior hadn't changed since it had been built
in the s.Though ranch-style homes were being built in the s, they didnt really gain popularity
until after World War II and into the s. Ranch.In the s, many local councils began to build
estates of houses with gardens. The houses were smaller than pre-war ones so furniture had to
stack or be light.However, the s were also an era of great conflict. For example, the nascent
civil rights movement and the crusade against communism at home and abroad.
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